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Introduction

A great many fathers will have their fathering eliminated, disrupted, or vastly changed because they become divorced from the child's mother. In fact, between 40% and 50% of marriages end in divorce (Cherlin, 2010). Although the divorce rate (measured as divorces per 1,000 people) is high by the standards prior to the late 1960s, it has actually fallen more than 30% since its peak in 1980. The decline in divorce rates in recent years has, however, been concentrated among the college-educated portion of the population; divorce rates among the less-well educated may have even increased (Cherlin, 2010). But for both groups, divorce remains the most prevalent reason for changes in paternal parenting opportunities. For almost all divorced fathers (as well as for most mothers and children), divorce is a life-defining event, around which all other experiences are organized: before the divorce versus after the divorce. Although mothers' parenting is generally changed by divorce, the revision to the parent-child interaction patterns is generally not as far-reaching as it is to fathers' (Braver & Lamb, in press; Braver, Shapiro, & Goodman, 2005; Fabricius, Braver, Diaz, & Velez, 2010). The reason, of course, is the radical difference between the two parents' custodial arrangements that typically occurs. As will be documented more precisely below, mothers generally become chief custodians of children, with fathers having visiting rights only. Although that situation has changed in recent years, due in large part to the fact that research has accumulated that illuminates the unintended negative consequences of that practice on fathers and children, it remains normative. Thus, no review of fathers and divorce can be complete or enlightening unless it also considers custody matters, as we do here.
Child Custody Distinctions

A number of distinctions concerning child custody are important to understand. *Legal custody* refers to the right to make decisions regarding medical care, education, religion, etc., of the child, whereas *physical custody* refers to the living arrangements, and rights and responsibilities for the daily care of the child. With respect to legal custody, *joint legal custody* allows a continuation of decision making authority the parents had before the divorce; either parent may make these parental decisions. In practice, this arrangement requires some degree of coordination and agreement between the parents. *Sole legal custody,* in contrast, grants major decision making rights exclusively to one parent, the “custodial” parent, who is solely authorized to make decisions regarding the child without regard to the views of the other parent. With respect to physical custody, *joint physical custody,* the child spends substantial time living with each parent. Time splits in the latter are often not 50%-50%; time distributions as unequal as 30%-70% are often deemed joint physical custody (Kelly, 2007; Venohr & Griffith, 2005). With *sole physical custody,* the child lives primarily with one parent, with the other (noncustodial or nonresidential) parent typically having visitation rights, such as on weekends, holidays, and vacations. There is a natural association between the two divisions of custody: Joint physical custody parents almost always share joint legal custody, as well; but parents with joint legal custody may or may not also have joint physical custody.

History of Child Custody Standards

Child custody policies have changed greatly over the course of history, generally following the prevailing gender roles of the time (Braver & O'Connell, 1998; Mason, 1994). English law originally followed Roman practice and applied a broad preference for paternal custody (but English law at this time did not allow divorce except by Act of Parliament, which means occasions on which to apply the rule were limited). By the early 19th century, however, American courts were applying the “tender years doctrine,” under which it was presumed best to place young children with their mothers (sometimes combined with a preference for placing older children with their fathers), and this became the dominant rule for much of the 20th century. However, reform beginning in the 1960s eventually led all states to adopt the Best Interest of the Child standard (BIS), in which what should prevail was whatever arrangement was deemed best for the child (Ellman et al., 2010). While there is some variation among the states, the version of BIS set out in 1970 by the Uniform Marriage and Divorce Act is broadly representative. It specifies that in determining the child’s best interests, a court should consider: (a) the wishes of the child’s parents as to custody; (b) the wishes of the child as to custody; (c) the interaction and relationship of the child with his parents, his siblings, and any person who may significantly affect the child’s best interest; (d) the child’s adjustment to his home, school, and community; and (e) the mental and physical health of all individuals involved. The BIS also has been adopted internationally by the United Nations under article 9.1 of the United Nations Convention of the Rights of the Child (1989).

The BIS has generally been viewed as an improvement over past standards because it focuses on the needs and interests of children as the impetus for custody decisions rather than on justice for the parents, the gender or parental rights of the parents, or other standards (Schepard, 2004). In addition, the BIS has been praised for being flexible, simple, and egalitarian, and for allowing individualized decision making (Chambers, 1984; Warshak, 2007). However, considerable criticism has also been leveled at the BIS because its definition of children’s
best interests is so vague (Emery, Otto, & O’Donohue, 2005; Tippins & Wittman, 2005). Some have argued that the ambiguity of that standard enables judges to rely on idiosyncratic biases and subjective value judgments (Chambers, 1984); allows judges to favor one gender (mothers: Warshak, 2007; fathers: Polikoff, 1982); and that the unpredictability of judicial outcomes due to BIS promotes custody litigation (O’Connell, 2007). Several hotly debated alternative child custody standards have been proposed to address various perceived drawbacks of the BIS and are discussed at length in a recent book chapter (Fabricius et al., 2010), but are beyond the scope of the present chapter.

**Theoretical Perspectives**

Attachment theory is important with respect to child custody, in that custody standards have continually sought to maintain close relationships between one or both parents with their children following divorce. Implicit in custody decisions is the importance of high quality parenting to enable strong, positive relationships to form between parents and their children. Although early theories of attachment focused on mother-child attachment (interestingly child custody statistics also favored mothers), more recently theorists have begun to consider the unique role played by the father in the exploration system (Paquette, 1994). In this sense, the father is thought to open children up to the world and promote exploration, particularly in arousing play contexts that improve children’s ability to assess and take risks, improve social skills, and reduce inappropriate aggression in social contexts. This perspective of the father as an agent to further exploration places the father in a complimentary role to the mother, considered more apt to provide comfort, soothing, and a secure base in times of distress. Thus, recent theoretical advances argue that children receive complimentary benefits from both mothers and fathers, provided both parents are fit to parent.

Family systems theory (Cox & Paley, 1997) holds that the functioning of any relationship in a family is influenced by the characteristics of relationships in other family subsystems, through the principle of interdependence. For example, parents engaging in conflict, whether before or after divorce, negatively affect the quality of parent-child relationships. Family systems theory is near-ubiquitous in guiding research on divorce, parent conflict, and child outcomes, and has some influence in custody law. For example, some states have a “friendly parent” provision in custody statutes, which favors the parent who is more likely to encourage continuing child contact with the other parent.

**Current Research Questions**

We believe that the most important issue confronting custody research concerns the BIS and its application in current practice and policy. After a brief overview of measurement issues in child custody research, we next examine, under the heading “Empirical Findings,” the following issues about which research has provided rather firm answers: (a) What are the rates of various child custody arrangements? (b) What is the process of obtaining a custody arrangement? (c) What factors impact children’s adjustment postdivorce? (d) What measures are currently used in custody evaluations under the BIS? (e) Do other measures exist in psychological research that can be used to improve custody evaluations? (f) Are there empirically-based intervention programs in existence that improve parenting and children’s outcomes? Finally, we conclude with sections on “Bridges to Other Disciplines,” “Policy Implications,” and “Future Directions.”
Research Measurement and Methodology

We should begin by noting one limitation in our discussion of measurement in custody decision making. Custody decisions necessarily involve value judgments as well as factual assessments. For example, courts must consider values about which parents may differ: whether parents want their children to be religious or freethinking, spirited or compliant, aggressive or modest, creative or conventional. Parents of different religious faiths may have conflicting views on what their children should be taught to believe. Some parents want their children to appreciate and accept diversity in sexual orientation, but others want them to view heterosexuality as morally superior to homosexuality. Courts have often struggled when required to resolve value conflicts of this kind, and with good reason (Ellman, 1999a, 2003; Ellman et al., 2010). Such conflicts over values are beyond the scope of this chapter to the extent they do not have an impact on child outcome variables that existing research findings can measure with accepted indicators of child maladjustment (such as mental health problems), or developmental competence (Masten & Coatsworth, 1998) (such as indicators of success in developmental tasks like school or employment). Our operational definition of the child’s best interests is therefore positive outcomes on measures of child adjustment, mental health, and developmental competence.

In a later section, we also review and critique measures that are common in child custody evaluations by professional psychologists, and suggest other factors that could and should be measured.

Empirical Findings

Child Custody Statistics

Several studies have examined jurisdiction, state, and national-level data on physical and legal custody rates in the United States, and found that custody arrangements differ drastically between mothers and fathers, as noted in the introduction. Joint physical custody of children was specified in only 2%–6% of cases, fathers received primary physical custody in 8%–14% of cases, while in fully 68%–88% of cases, mothers received primary physical custody (Argyris et al., 2007; Braver & O’Connell, 1998; Maccoby & Mnookin, 1992; Seltzer, 1990). However, research suggests that the amount of time specified with nonresident parents has generally increased in recent decades. Before the 1980s, most decrees specified the traditional pattern: that children spend every other weekend with the nonresident parent, which is about 14% of children’s time (Kelly, 2007). Two methodologically identical studies on randomly selected case files in Arizona the late-80s and late-90s, respectively (Braver & O’Connell, 1998; DeLusé, 1999) found the decade was marked by increases in the parenting time ordered, such as added visitation during the week, and uninterrupted weeks with the nonresident parent during the summer. The present century registered even further increases. A review of randomly selected cases in Arizona for divorces filed in 2001–2002, indicated that about half of the decrees specified 24%–32% of the days of the year for noncustodial parenting time, and another fifth specified 33%–50% of the days of the year (Venohr & Griffith, 2003). Fewer than one fifth of the cases specified as little as the formerly traditional every-other-weekend. By 2008, 29% of decrees specified more than 35% of time with the nonresident parent and parenting time was essentially equally divided in about 22% of those cases (Venohr & Kaufmanis, 2008). The recent increase in Arizona nonresidential parenting time appears to be matched
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in other states: 24% of divorcing parents in Wisconsin had equal parenting time according to 2003 data (Brown & Cancian, 2007), and 46% of fathers in Washington state received at least 35% parenting time in 2007–2008 (George, 2008).

With respect to joint legal custody, rates appear to be more variable from state to state, ranging from as low as 21% (Seltzer, 1990) to as high as 76% (Maccoby & Mnookin, 1992) and 93% (Douglas, 2003). However, joint legal custody rates also seem to be generally increasing over time, despite their increased variability (Braver et al., 2005). Interestingly, changes in rates of legal and physical custody appear to be informal and unofficial rather than resulting from a formal rule change (Fabricius et al., 2010).

Process of Obtaining a Divorce and a Custody Arrangement

Every state has statutes that provide its courts with authority to determine the custody of children when their parents separate. Custody law makes no distinction between divorcing parents and unmarried parents, once the identity of the legal father is established, and about one-third of custody decrees issued by family courts involve unmarried parents. Although a judicial decree setting forth the custody arrangement is the final result of any case, the standard procedure for reaching that result varies among states. The dominant trend is away from the traditional adversarial system employed in normal civil litigation. Contested custody contests in which a judge must decide between competing parental claims are relatively rare; for example, a California study found 25 years ago that more than 78% of divorcing parents agreed on their custody arrangement from the very beginning of their case (Maccoby & Mnookin, 1992). Most of the rest come to an agreement before a judge was asked to decide; studies find judicial resolution of a contested custody dispute occurs in only 2%-10% of divorces (Braver & O'Connell, 1998; Maccoby & Mnookin, 1992).

A variety of forces push parents to agree. In many states, the courts themselves adopt a variety of measures to encourage them to do so—and to discourage them from asking for judicial resolution. Semple (2011) notes that this “settlement mission” (the effort to bring about a voluntary resolution between the adult parties) has largely replaced the courts’ former “analytical mission” (the effort to determine what parenting arrangement would be in the best interests of the child or children involved; i.e., to determine the “right answer”). Mediation, in which a neutral professional facilitates the resolution of custody, parenting time, and other child-related disputes, is often required of the parents before they may have access to judicial resolution (Braver & O’Connell, 1998). Judges may meet with parties before the mediation to impress upon them the importance of coming to agreement to their children. (For more on mediation and dispute resolution see Applegate, Schwartz, & Hollsworth-Munroe, this volume). There is general agreement among professionals that a negotiated or mediated settlement is better for children than the judicial resolution of custody contests, which many believe can promote long-lasting and deleterious parental conflict (Pruett & Jackson, 1999). Some studies have found that no attorney at all was involved in about 30% of divorces, and only one attorney in an additional 30% (Braver & O’Connell, 1998); thus the proportion of two-attorney cases appears to be decreasing, although this differs by state. In recent years, parent education classes have become more commonplace in an attempt to help facilitate negotiations, improve parental agreements, and prevent parents from litigating; yet there is little evidence that they are achieving the intended effect (Goodman, Bonds, Sandler, & Braver, 2004; Sigal, Sandler, Wolchik, & Braver, 2011).
In 5%–10% of cases, an expert (usually a psychologist) is hired by the parents to evaluate the family and make non-binding custody recommendations, often first to the parents and later to the court if settlement is not reached (Gould & Martin, 2007). However, the legal and ethical propriety, and scientific basis of custody evaluations remains hotly debated (Bow & Quinell, 2004; Emery et al., 2005; Kelly & Ramsey, 2009; Tippins & Wittman, 2005). More discussion of custody evaluations follow later.

The fact that most custody arrangements result from parental agreement does not mean the legal rules are unimportant, because they may influence the terms of the parents’ agreement. Parents may also be influenced by what they are told by the professionals (i.e., attorneys, mediators, custody evaluators, parent educators) they encounter along the way. Accordingly, alterations in the professional standards regarding custody, such as we recommend, may still have an important impact on custody arrangements.

Research on Child Outcomes after Divorce

Children of divorced parents have about 20%–35% rate of evidencing adjustment problems, compared to 12% (some studies suggest as much as 15%) in married families (Braver & Lamb, in press). Thus, the majority of children from divorced families evidence no psychopathology or behavioral symptoms, although they are likely to experience psychic pain for at least some time (Laumann-Billings & Emery, 2000). There is a very high degree of variability found in responses of children and families to divorce. These dramatic individual differences in outcomes have prompted a close examination of the primary factors that research finds mediates child adjustment postdivorce. These factors consistently identified by research (Braver, Hipke, Ellman, & Sandler, 2004; Amato, 2001; Braver & Lamb, in press) are (roughly in order of importance): (1) the nature of the relationship between the two parents; (2) the custodial parent’s functioning and parenting of the child; (3) the quality of the noncustodial parent’s relationship to the child; (4) the characteristics of the child, in terms of coping, resilience and temperament; and (5) the level—and change in level—of economic circumstances of the custodial parent. Although the child’s characteristics are important, for any given family, they are a constant whatever the custody decision. Hence, we don’t consider this factor further here. Similarly, we don’t consider economic circumstances further, but for a different reason. Although the child’s economic level after divorce is important, courts tend to prefer to disallow this factor as a consideration in awarding custody (for example, by awarding custody to the more economically well-off parent) and prefer attempts to alter these circumstances through child support orders (Ellman et al., 2010). Instead, our further focus is on the first three factors, which can profitably be used by courts and evaluators to choose a custody arrangement.

Nature of the interparental relationship postdivorce. Interparental conflict in divorced families is generally thought to be the most detrimental mediator of child outcome (e.g., Grych & Fincham, 1990). Parental conflict is associated with a number of negative child outcomes including externalizing problems such as conduct disorder, aggression, delinquency, and antisocial behavior, as well as internalizing problems such as depression and anxiety (Grych & Fincham, 1990). Although interparental conflict is certainly not unique to divorce, Hetherington and Stanley-Hagan (1999) suggest that high levels of conflict are even more detrimental to children of divorced parents than high levels of conflict in still married couples because there are fewer resources available to the children during a time of increased life stressors.

Postdivorce the children among parents during transitions who are a consistent (Hetherington et al., 1999). Autonomy and the parents’ emotional and the child support orders (Ellman et al., 2010). Instead, our further focus is on the first three factors, which can profitably be used by courts and evaluators to choose a custody arrangement.
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Postdivorce conflict can be especially harmful to children because it is frequently centered on the child-related issues, including disagreements over child custody, child support, and visitation (Hetherington & Stanley-Hagan, 1999). Research shows that high hostility and discord among parents who have low cooperative communication results in children feeling caught between their parents, which is related to poor adjustment outcomes (Buchanan, Maccoby, & Dornbusch, 1991). Given the potential influence of interparental conflict on children’s adjustment, custody arrangements and resolution processes that shield the children from conflict, and those that work against encouraging hostile alliances against the other parent, and focus on not pulling the children into the conflict are very desirable (Grych & Fincham, 1990; Hetherington & Stanley-Hagan, 1999).

On the reverse side, children also appear to greatly benefit from cooperative parenting. Cooperative parenting, or coparenting, is more than the absence of conflict. It is cooperative, mutually supportive, and non-confrontational parenting (Hetherington, Bridges, & Insabella, 1998). Successful coparenting involves showing respect for the other parent, maintaining open and useful dialog about the children, and sharing child-rearing tasks (Whiteside, 1998). Studies have linked successful coparenting with improved psychological functioning, academic performance, social competence, and lower levels of externalizing and internalizing symptoms in children of divorced parents (e.g., Buchanan et al., 1991). Unfortunately, cooperative parenting can be difficult for many parents to achieve postdivorce. A little more than 50% of parents postdivorce report an excellent or cooperative coparenting relations, but the rest of divorced parents report a relationship that includes inadequate support and some tension or intense difficulties and conflict (Whiteside, 1998).

Custodial parent’s functioning and parenting of the child. Various studies support the finding that parenting issues are likely a cause of child maladjustment and behavior problems postdivorce (Forgatch & DeGarmo, 1999). Since the primary custodial parent has the largest parenting role, the level of both emotional support and parental authority the provides as the family transitions through the stressful divorce process is crucial. Postdivorce children need parents who are authoritative: supportive, responsive, and communicative, and yet exerting firm and consistent control and discipline as well as close monitoring (Hetherington & Stanley-Hagan, 1999). Authoritative parenting is linked with high social competence and fewer behavior problems (Hetherington et al., 1998). In addition, studies have shown that children of custodial parents with positive parenting qualities have higher self-esteem and better academic performance (Wyman, Sandler, Wolchik, & Nelson, 2000).

Unfortunately, postdivorce parents themselves often suffer from an increased risk of psychological problems such as depression, anxiety, irritability, and impulsive behaviors, which limits their ability to be responsive and sensitive parents during a time when children can be especially demanding and difficult (Hetherington & Stanley-Hagan, 1999). However, research suggests that many of these problems diminish by two years after the divorce as the parent’s emotional state improves and as the family restabilizes, which improves the overall quality of parenting (Hetherington & Stanley-Hagan, 1999).

Quality of the noncustodial parent’s relationship to the child. Noncustodial parents continue to play a vital role in their children’s lives and well-being. According to Amato and Gilbreth’s meta-analysis (1999), it is not only contact with fathers, but feelings of closeness between fathers and children and authoritative parenting that are positively associated with child
wellbeing such as higher academic achievement and decreased internalizing and externalizing problems. It is the quality, not the quantity, of contact with the noncustodial father that is vital. Children do best with noncustodial parents who are actively involved in their children’s lives beyond providing “treats” and fun activities when they visit. It is important that they be involved in their children’s daily lives and participate in extracurricular activities, and enforcement of responsibilities including homework and chores, discipline, etc. (Braver & Lamb, in press; Warshak, 2000). This involvement will increase the quality of the noncustodial parent-child relationship (Amato & Gilbreth, 1999). Research also shows beneficial secondary effects from increased involvement, including increased child support payments, which reduces economic complications for custodial parents and children, improving their relationships (Warshak, 2000). Studies have also shown that increased child support payments are positively associated with children’s academic success and inversely with externalizing problems (Amato & Gilbreth, 1999).

Assessment Instruments Currently Used In Custody Evaluations

We next consider the current state of assessment tools commonly used in child custody evaluations, with special attention to their scientific validity. These tools include various types of family observations, structured interviews, and psychological testing instruments (Keilin & Bloom, 1986). With respect to the first, observations of family interaction lack standardization and uniformity across professionals and no studies exist to determine if they are reliable or valid. Concerning structured interviews, no validated protocols for custody evaluation based on empirical research currently exist (Gould & Stahl, 2000). Finally, no psychological tests currently in widespread use have been found to have adequate levels of reliability or validity for purposes of deciding on a suitable custody arrangement.

By far the most common tests used in custody evaluations are IQ tests and the MMPI (Ackerman & Ackerman, 1997). Although both have excellent psychometric qualities generally, neither assesses the qualities most at stake in custody evaluations, and hence have no demonstrated validity in that context. General projective tests, such as the Rorschach Inkblot Technique, Thematic Apperception Test, and Sentence Completion Test, are the next most often used (Ackerman & Ackerman, 1997). These instruments have been sharply criticized in the scientific literature, and have shown little, if any, empirical support for their validity (Erickson, Lilienfeld, & Vitacco, 2007). Despite lack of scientific validity, current assessments remain infrequently challenged for use in court (Shuman, 2002). The Bricklin Scales (Bricklin, 1984) were developed specifically for child custody, yet remain criticized for a near-complete absence of data supporting their reliability and validity (Emery et al., 2005). In general, both the attributes measured and the instruments employed have elicited a legion of critics skeptical of the scientific basis of custody evaluations (Bow & Quinell, 2004; Emery et al., 2005; Kelly & Ramsey, 2009; Tippins & Wittman, 2005).

What Should and Could Be Assessed In Custody Evaluations

Note, however, that conspicuously lacking in the list above is the attempt to measure the qualities that are demonstrably linked to child outcomes. As mentioned earlier, the focus should be instead on constructs associated with positive child outcome variables identified by existing research findings: indicators of both child maladjustment (such as mental health problems), and development in development literature (rev. custodial pare conclusions [a the constructs not only point psychometrics did (Shadish, r relationships v. relationship, as well variables).
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ing and externalizing problems (Braver & Lamb, 1996). Co-parenting in noncustodial parental secondary effects, which reduces central relationships. Warnings are positively affecting problems. (Masten & Coatsworth, 1998) (such as indicators of success in developmental tasks like school or employment). There is a large, consistent and impressive literature (reviewed above) that has linked the interparental relationship, custodial and non-custodial parenting to both short- and long-term child well-being. To arrive at these scientific conclusions and pass peer-review, the empirical research had to reliably and validly measure the constructs found to have desirable effects on child well-being. In other words, the research not only points to the factors implicated, it perforce must have assessed these factors with psychometrically sound instruments; or else it couldn’t have reached the strong conclusions it did (Shadish, Cook, & Campbell, 2002). To put it otherwise, all the results finding significant relationships with child well-being outcomes simultaneously identified and verified the relationship, as well as provided construct validity evidence for the instruments that measured these variables.

What are these validated measures? What scales do we assert should be used in custody evaluations, in place of the at-best questionable instruments typically employed? The first construct, parental conflict, has been repeatedly and validly assessed by the O’Leary Porter Scale (Porter & O’Leary, 1980), the Conflict Tactics Scales (CTS; Straus, 1979) the Revised Conflict Tactics Scales (CTS2; Straus, Hamby, Boney-McCoy, & Sugarman, 1996), the Divorce Conflict Measure (DFM; Nicholas, Slater, Forehand, & Fauber, 1988), the Marital Problems Questionnaire (MPQ; Douglass & Douglass, 1995), and the Conflicts and Problem-Solving Scales (CPS; Kerig, 1996). The child’s view of parent conflict has been assessed with the Children’s Perception of Interparental Conflict Scale (CPIC; Gryn, Seid, & Fincham, 1992), and the Post-Divorce Parental Conflict Scale (PPCS; Morris & West, 2001), while others have used questionnaires to assess frequency of conflict, both overt and covert, by creating some new items and combining or adapting items from Alrons’ (1981) and Grych et al. (1992). The Berkley Puppet Interview (Abilow, Maselle, Cowan, & Cowan, 2009), designed to investigate young children’s perceptions of the family environment, has also shown that it is valid for capturing marital conflict. Others, such as the Father Communication Questionnaire (CCQ; Cowan & Cowan, 1990a) include subscales on conflict, but also ask about broader issues such as problem-solving and intimacy. The Interparental Conflict Scale (ICS; Black & Pedro-Carroll, 1993) asks young adults retrospectively about parental conflict when growing up and includes the Family Environment Scale (FES; Rosenblum, 1981) Coparent Communication Scale.

Co-parenting refers to the ways in which parents coordinate their parenting, manage conflict regarding child rearing, and mutually support versus undermine each other (McHale, Kuensten-Hogan, Lauretti, & Rasmussen, 2000), and has been strongly related to child outcomes (Abidin & Brunner, 1995). (For a more detailed discussion of co-parenting see Palkovitz and Fagan, this volume.) Co-parenting has been well-measured via parent report on the Parenting Alliance Inventory (PAI; Abidin & Brunner, 1995), Perceptions of Coparenting Partners Questionnaire (Stright & Bales, 2003), the Co-Parenting Questionnaire (Margolin, Gordis, & John, 2001), and the CoParent Communication Scale (Alrons, 1981). Co-parental involvement and division of labor has been measured by the Who Does What? questionnaire (WDW; Cowan & Cowan, 1990b). Parents also have conflict over co-parenting, which has been assessed via the Child Rearing Issues: Self and Spouse Scale (Hetherington & Clingempeel, 1992), and The Acrimony Scale AS; Shaw & Emery, 1987). Co-parenting can be observationally coded as well (Belsky, Crnic, & Cagle, 1992).

An apparent difficulty with the constructs of interparental conflict and co-parenting is that conflict is typically measured at the dyadic level, and thought of as a couple-level construct ("it
takes two to tango”). As such, it might be thought useless in choosing between the parents. In fact, experienced divorce professionals are beginning to recognize that postdivorce conflict isn’t always, or even commonly, mutual. For example, Kelly and Emery (2003) argue that

although high conflict postdivorce is generally assumed to be a shared interaction between two angry, culpable parents, our clinical, mediation, and arbitration experience in high conflict postdivorce cases indicates that it is not uncommon to find one enraged or defiant parent and a second parent who no longer harbors anger, has emotionally disengaged, and attempts to avoid or mute conflict that involves the child. (p. 353)

Thus, attention should turn to identifying which of the parents is contentious and fomenting conflict. Efforts with parental report measures to identify which of two divorcing parents is most to blame for conflict haven’t been promising thus far (Cookston, Griffin, Braver, & Williams, 2004; each largely accuses the other). However, observational measures, such as the Marital Daily Record coding system (MDR; Cummings, Goeke-Morey, Papp, & Dukewich, 2002), and semi-structured interviews of children and parents (Crockenberg & Langrock, 2001) have proved more successful. Child report has yielded some promising results as well (Braver, Coatsworth, & Peralta, 2006). In any event, the quote above suggests that experienced professionals can readily detect whether the conflict is most commonly instigated by the mother, the father, or both. An inter-rater reliability study of this assertion should certainly be high on the research agenda.

Parenting has been measured well in numerous studies. Parenting encompasses a variety of constructs and the distinction is often made between parenting style and parenting practices. Parenting style is viewed as a parent’s attitude towards parenting, expressed across situations, that provides an emotional climate for the parent-child relationship, whereas parenting practices refers to specific behaviors (often goal-directed) that parents exhibit towards their child, and may be situation-specific (Darling & Steinberg, 1993). Parenting styles have long been derived from Baumrind (1971) and Maccoby and Martin (1983) by grouping parents into four categories based on levels of parental demandingness and responsiveness: Authoritative, Authoritarian, Indulgent (Permissive), and Uninvolved (Indifferent). Of these, authoritative parents have by far the children with the best outcomes on a variety of arenas. Validated measures of self-reported style of parenting include the Parenting Styles and Dimensions Questionnaire (PSDQ; Robinson, Mandelco, Olsen, & Hart, 2001), the Parental Authority Questionnaire - Revised (Reitman, Rhode, Hupp, & Allibello, 2002), and by combining measures of parenting with respect to demandingness and responsiveness. Broad measures of parenting include the Parenting Scale (Arnold, O’Leary, Wolff, & Acker, 1992), the Parenting Knowledge Test (Gordon, 1994), Child Rearing Practices Report (CRPR; Roberts, Block, & Block, 1984), Parenting Behaviour Checklist (PBC; Fox, 1994), Parenting Behavior Questionnaire (Hart, Nelson, Robinson, Olsen, & McNeilly-Choque, 1998), the Child Report of Parent Behavior Inventory (CPRB; Schaefer, 1965), the Parent Child Relationship Inventory (PCRI; Gerard, 1994), and the Family Environment Scales (FES: Moos & Moos, 1994). Parental monitoring of their children is also strongly related to child outcomes and has been measured with the Assessment of Child Monitoring Scale (Hetherington & Clingempeel, 1992) and the Parental Monitoring Scale (PMS; Small & Kerns, 1993). Others have developed similar items that capture child disclosure, parental knowledge and parental solicitation as important constructs to monitoring (Stattin & Kerr, 2000). Numerous studies have used observational measures of parenting behavior, such as the Iowa Family Interaction Rating Scales (Melby et al., 1990) and
Custody Assessments Are a Snapshot in Time of Changing or Changeable Characteristics

Careful readers following our arguments might conclude that we strongly recommend that courts and divorce professionals such as custody evaluators seek to assess, in contrast to current practice, the level of and initiator of interparental conflict, as well as the two parents’ parenting skills, and that rigorous instruments exist to do so. This is not entirely correct; although we concur that the constructs in the sentence above are the correct ones to investigate in order to further the child’s best interests, we also note that any assessment provides only a snapshot of parenting ability at a given point in time. The problem remains that even with good measures of parenting characteristics, mothers and fathers are under a great deal of stress (and distress) at the time of divorce, and thus this is likely not a representative point in time to provide information on their “true” parenting. In addition to distraught parents, the custody arrangements are soon to change through a divorce agreement, mediation, or court-ordered custody arrangement. Moreover, a parent with given characteristics, who is best able to parent the child now may not be the best parent 1, 5, or 10 years later, given that parenting practices show variation across time (Holden & Miller, 1999). Indeed, changes in the appropriateness of parenting were similarly noted by Baumrind (1989, as cited in Holden & Miller, 1999, p. 246):

...parents who are highly effective at one stage in the child’s life are not necessarily as effective at another; ...similar practices do not necessarily produce the same effects at successive stages in a child’s life.

Moreover, the court system is not simply a measuring rod, attempting to impartially choose among competing alternatives. Like the Heisenberg principle, the very act of “assessing” within a court-room adversarial model has clear and generally negative impact on the characteristics assessed (Pruett & Jackson, 1999). Parental conflict, the single best predictor of child outcomes (Lamb, in press; Kelly, in press) can be exacerbated when a contentious parent uses the legal system as an instrument of attack. That is an unavoidable possibility, even when courts attempt to discourage it, because courts have no choice, when parents refuse to settle their differences, but to allow them each to present the evidence and the arguments they believe will show that the other would be a poor choice of custodian. This conflict, as well as the stress that accompanies prolonged and circuitous negotiation and uncertainty, also has been shown to diminish the parenting capabilities of both parents (Emery et al., 2005). This implies that courts should devise and reform procedures to minimize these undesirable unintended consequences and instead to maximize the parents’ resources and cooperative parenting. Many such programs are documented in Applegate (this volume).
Interventions to Improve Child Outcomes after Divorce

Parenting is a skill that is mutable and a number of parent training programs have proven astonishingly successful at improving parenting in divorcing families. For example, Parent Management Training (PMT) improved effective parenting, which in turn led to positive changes in child behavior (Patterson, DeGarmo, & Forgatch, 2004), including child internalizing, externalizing, better school adjustment and less delinquency, and reduced child ratings of depression (Forgatch & DeGarmo, 1999). Another program, the New Beginnings Program (NBP), has shown program-induced reductions in child behavior problems (internalizing, externalizing, drug use, number of sexual partners), improved mother-child relationship quality, effective parenting and discipline, and increased GPA (Zhou, Sandler, Millsap, Wolchik, & Dawson-McClure, 2008). Most impressively, children whose parents underwent this program retained their substantial well-being advantage over children in the control condition six-years later (McClain, Wolchik, Winslow, Tein, Sandler, & Millsap, 2010; Wolchik, Schenck, & Sandler, 2009). The NBP is currently undergoing a redesign to include sessions for fathers as well as planned for a large-scale effectiveness trial in collaboration with the family courts (Wolchik et al., 2009). A third program, the Collaborative Divorce Project, has shown promise in decreased mothers’ gatekeeping, reduced interparental conflict, increased positive father involvement, reduced child problems, increased interparental cooperation as reported by attorneys, and an increased likelihood of paying child support (Pruett, Insabella, & Gustafson, 2005). Finally, the Dads for Life program, designed expressly for noncustodial fathers, has shown remarkable success in improving children’s outcomes (Braver, Griffin, & Cookston, 2005; Cookston, Braver, Griffin, DeLuse, & Miles, 2007).

Bridges to Other Disciplines

Divorce and child custody, by their very nature, necessitate interdisciplinary participation from the court system, legal policy and research, social work, custody evaluators, and psychological research from a wide range of areas. We hope it is evident from our review that a great deal of collaboration already exists across multiple disciplines, with the overarching goal of promoting the best possible outcomes for children and families. Particularly fruitful has been the ongoing relationship between courts and programmatic interventions for families undergoing divorce. However, developmental psychology and family studies have much to offer the development of custody evaluation methods, particularly in terms of assessment of constructs known to relate to children’s well-being following divorce.

Policy Implications

Courts and custody evaluators will better evaluate the child’s best interest if the use of instruments of questionable value is eliminated and the use of empirically validated instruments that measure interparental conflict, parenting by the mother and parenting by the father is increased. We do not suggest statutory revisions that would lock in a preference for some measures over others, but our discussion of the relation of these three factors to child well-being suggests that it would be appropriate for courts to give these measures more weight than others in custody determinations. The number of validated instruments already available suggests that a transition among professionals to more empirically validated measures of interparental conflict and parenting abilities would be relatively straightforward.
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Indeed the benefits of incorporating empirical measures on conflict and parenting into divorce proceedings are many. Increased use of objective measurements (with careful attention to reporter bias) would strengthen courts and evaluators against criticism of partiality in making child custody determinations (although the accumulated clinical expertise and observations of a custody evaluator remains crucial to any determination of custody), and may decrease the number of couples who choose to extend their custody battles. In addition, the use of empirically valid measures of interparental conflict and parenting would greatly improve researchers' abilities to investigate determinants of child custody decisions, enable meaningful comparison across custody evaluations, and more reliably document the effects of custody plans and intervention programs on parental conflict and parenting practices.

Future Directions

A clear priority for professionals wishing to follow the recommendations in this chapter is to validate research measures in a forensic setting. We also contend it would be short sighted to stop with simply substituting rigorous measures for the faulty ones currently in use. For example, even if one could validly identify a single conflict-instigating parent, one cannot assume that awarding more custodial time to the other parent will alone stop parental behavior that is harmful to the child. Courts need not limit themselves to choosing between alternative arrangements, but can also improve the available alternatives by requiring parents' participation in programs that improve parenting and children's outcomes. The child's interests favor extending the judicial role from adjudicator between contending parties to include facilitating such participation in programs of established validity. Many family courts are already willing to assume this "therapeutic jurisprudence" role (Cookston, Sandler, Braver, & Genalo, 2007). Indeed, custody evaluations could include recommendations for specific therapeutic programs depending on the issues present in a given separating family. More and more, courts are partnering with behavioral science researchers to develop systems and procedures that cannot merely choose among litigants but improve outcomes for children of divorcing families (Hita, Braver, Sandler, Knox, & Strehle, 2009). As a result of these developments, we believe the future looks brighter for divorcing fathers and children (and mothers).
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